
 
 

Update from Waterbeach Barracks      1 October 2020 

It has been a busy few weeks at the Barracks, with groundworks now well underway. To date the 

contractors on site have carried out the following works: 

• Establishing a safe Construction Access from Denny End Road, and effective management of 

it for contractors and local road network. Road marshalls, wheel washing and regular 

inspections of the entrance are in place. We are pleased to report we have received no 

complaints from residents about traffic movements, and we understand neither parish or 

the district councillors have too. Please do remember to pass on any issues or complaints 

you do get. 

• Blackwells have commenced works on the early groundworking including enhancing the 

bund along the A10 to extend the ecology corridor and provide the start of the perimeter 

cycle, walking and equestrian route. Their work will also support the delivery of the 

sustainable urban drainage system and enable the next stage of infrastructure to go in. 

• Breheny are well under way with the works to enable the main construction access and first 

main entrance to the development from the A10 – from the Cambridge Research Park 

roundabout. This work will be finished by the end of the year.  

• Building recording work is underway to write up, photograph and record the buildings which 

are due for demolition. This work needs to be completed before any demolition takes place 

and U&C are also working with the Military Heritage Museum Trust to consider additional 

social history recording to add to the record. The demolition work will be phased over the 

next 12-18 months. 

Next steps will see additional traffic management measures on agreed weekends in November to 

connect the entrance to the A10 roundabout – we will forward full details in advance of this. 

Planning 

On the planning side, all pre-commencement conditions have been completed and signed off with 

the District Council – as set out in the recent newsletter spread, which we hope councillors found 

useful. The Key Phase 1 Planning framework is now in place and the first Reserved Matters 

Application is approved to bring forward the delivery of the “grey and green” infrastructure which 

will enable the roads, paths and cycle ways, utility connections, green corridors and landscape to be 

put in place in advance of housebuilders coming onto the development. This contract is now being 

finalised with work due to start on site in the next few weeks. 

The next steps moving forward in design and planning are a Reserved Matters Application around 

the north / north east of the Lake – the Lake Spur Application - which will cover the areas around the 

first housing parcels and the first segment of the Causeway. We hope this will be submitted in the 

New Year. We are also due to have a workshop with the Military Heritage Museum Trust to progress 

the approach to the Memorial Garden which sits to the south of this to ensure it ties together. 

Alongside that the team are working on the Mere Way cycle link, and meeting with adjacent 

landowners, and key stakeholder groups (including Waterbeach Cycling Campaign) to progress the 

detailed plans. These will then be shared in community engagement opportunities, which will mostly 

be through online presentations and Q&As and an online consultation, given the Covid restrictions. 

Much of the route does not require planning, as the changes can be brought forward through agreed 

works with the County Council Highways Team, but we are keen to present the whole scheme to 



 
 
people as it is such a key early investment with the potential to bring benefits to the new and 

existing communities and commuters.  

Community Facilities 

While Covid-19 restrictions mean the facilities on site remain closed for groups, we are pleased to 

report good progress on the refurbishment of the Range for Waterbeach Toddler Playgroup, with a 

handover due by the end of the year. We also continue to develop plans for the new facilities 

coming forward, and now have a project team established with the County Council for the first 

school. We continue to work with the Clinical Commissioning Group, the local surgery and South 

Cambs to explore the potential relocation of the existing surgery or other interim healthcare 

provision on the Barracks, as part of S106. We have begun discussions which will start to agree the 

specifications for the first new community building coming forward, and are finalising a Play strategy 

which will help inform the designs for the 25 play areas within the first phase of development. 

Public Realm enhancements in Waterbeach 

Following the workshop setting the principles and priority areas for these works, which are part of 

the S106 agreement to support minimising rat running through the village, it was agreed there was 

huge potential to use the approach to upgrade pedestrian and cycle priority, and discourage the 

amount of cars and decrease the speed they go through the village. Following a framework 

produced by Stantec, an individual is being appointed to support the working group to agree the 

series of interventions planned, support taking it through consultation with the wider village 

community and through into implementation. Depending on the costs of the work implementation 

may need to be phased if additional S106 from RLW, or Highways Grants are required. 

Communications 

The Barracks was in the news to mark the start of works on site with the equipment from Blackwells: 

                

We have had positive feedback from the latest newsletter and in the absence of the Residents 

Forums are likely to produce these more frequently to keep people informed of the planning 

applications coming up, alongside the e-newsletter, online presentations and consultations. As 

always we welcome feedback as to whether people feel informed enough about the progress on site 

and we continue to offer 1 to 1 catch-ups with any residents or community group who approach us. 

As ever please do contact us if you have any questions and we are always happy to come to a Parish 

Council meeting or set up a meeting/briefing session with the team to discuss any specific points. 

Rebecca and Caroline 

rbritton@urbanandcivic.com 

01223 622533 
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